
Wang rallies from three shots back after 10 holes & wins Big VIII League championship: 
 

Host: Eagle Glen Golf Course  
Par: 36-36=72 (4,897 yds) 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
On Wednesday morning Santiago senior Emily Wang woke up three shots behind co-leaders 
Chandler and Morgan Sjoerdsma after an opening round 85 in Monday's blustery conditions. 
When all was said and done later on Wednesday afternoon it was Wang who left Eagle Glen 
Golf Course as league champion winning by six shots after shooting an even par 72 in the final 
round to post thirteen over par 157.  
 
In a move meant to speed up pace of play the leaders went off in group one on Wednesday just 
as they did Monday instead of inverting the field. Chandler Sjoerdsma drained a twenty foot putt 
for birdie to get her day started while Morgan posted a double bogey after missing the green 
hole high and right. Wang followed suit draining a birdie right on top of her after sticking an 
approach to about eight feet. After a bogey from Wang on the group's third hole Chandler's lead 
was four shots. Santiago's lone representative in the final day's festivities responded by 
recording back to back birdies on five and six nearly draining her approach shot on the latter. 
Chandler and Emily both made three consecutive pars to finish their front nine and Emily trailed 
by two shots making the turn. Morgan Sjoerdsma meanwhile struggled on the final day with 
putting issues and posted a final round 85 for a two day total of 167 finishing ten shots off 
Wang's pace.  
 
As we moved to our back nine the wind was beginning to pick up. Chandler and Emily both had 
birdie opportunities of under ten feet for birdie to a front pin on the tenth hole with Sjoerdsma 
converting (the birdie restored her margin to three shots). On the eleventh hole Wang picked up 
a shot with her bogey to Chandler's double bogey from just in front of that green. Emily then left 
herself a long birdie putt on the par five twelfth which she ran by about eight feet and drained 
the comebacker for a crucial par save to gain another stroke back and go one down with five 
left. From that point Wang made six straight pars taking her first lead on thirteen to finish the 
victory. On sixteen Sjoerdsma made a crucial birdie to close within a single stroke but 
proceeded to three putt on seventeen and then put a tee shot in the water at eighteen ensuring 
Wang's victory.  
 
Chandler Sjoerdsma said of her struggles late on Wednesday “I think I got too caught up in the 
end result of it and after having such a solid front nine of even par I was just really excited and 
began to think about winning the title. Then Emily started sinking putts and hitting beautiful 
shots and that also began to mess with my mind. I got in my own head and deserved to lose this 
one.”  
 



When I asked the junior about her takeaway from this year's Big VIII tournament she remarked 
“I have to stay focused the entire time and not let anyone else's successes or troubles bother 
you just like I can't let my own mishits or bad holes bring me down.”  
 
Emily Wang won her first Big VIII title following in her sister Erica’s (a golfer at California Baptist 
University) footsteps and also sat down for a chat after getting thru scoring. When I asked the 
senior about what it meant to join the list of champions in this league she remarked “That's 
really exciting because my sister also won this title. To get it as a senior is pretty great.”  
 
When I asked the senior how crucial back to back birdies on five and six were to her cause she 
remarked “I was definitely happy about it but I didn't know where I sat in relation to Chandler's 
lead at that point. It's a mistake I made when I was younger in this position.”  
 
It was a historical day for Roosevelt girls golf as freshman Nathalie Jabonero posted a two day 
total of 176 (90-86 +32) to become the school's first qualifier in the CIF-SS individual event. 
When I asked the freshman about her thoughts on the accomplishment she remarked “I'm just 
really happy that I get to go on and represent my school in the next round.”  
 
Jabonero went on and further remarked about her improvement recently “I really didn't care 
about golf seriously until last month. Now since I've put the work in with my dad the game has 
become easier.”  
 
Roosevelt coach Eric VanderWeerd also chatted for a moment after all was said and done. 
When I asked what Jabonero's accomplishment does for the program he remarked “It ultimately 
justifies the hard work they've put in and puts some icing on the cake for this season ...Their 
demeanor, work ethic, attitude have reinvigorated my love for the game and coaching again 
because of their example. It just shows them that what they did was the right way. They enjoy 
playing and now we can't get ‘em off the course.”  
 
He further remarked about the freshman “Her work ethic is what stands out to me. It's 
something no one sees but us. If she has a bad round she's immediately out on the practice tee 
or green trying to figure it out. Moments like this are why you put that kind of work in and I'm 
happy for her and Mia that it paid off.”  
 
Final Big VIII Leaderboard: All League & CIF-SS Individual Qualifiers only 

1. Emily Wang/Santiago 85-72=157 (+13)  
2. Chandler Sjoerdsma/King 82-81=163 (+19) 
3. Morgan Sjoerdsma/King 82-85=167 (+23) 
4. Nathalie Jabonero/Roosevelt 90-86=176 (+32) 
5. Reina Murillo/King 91-87=178 (+34)  
6. Haley Higginbotham/King 89-90=179 (+35) 
7. Nia Fontalero/Roosevelt 97-92=189 (+45) 
8. Avantika Rosario/Centennial 94-99=193 (+49) 



 
Note A: Finishers 1-4 advance to next Wednesday's CIF-SS individual qualifier at Western Hills 
where the top 36 advance to the next round. 
Note B: Finishers 1-8 earn all Big VIII League honors 
 
 
 


